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I DALTON' JO~N 

DALTON, JoHN (1766-1844). There is a wise 
old saying to the effect that if you want a thing 
done well, do it yourself. This was the guiding 
principle adopted by Dalton, the famous English 
chemist, in all his scientific investigations. He 

"'-' 

believed in proving theories by independent 
. experiment and original research. "In my 
progress,'' he once wrote,'' I have been so often 
misled by taking for granted the results of others, 
that I have determined to write as little as 
possible but what I can attest by my own 
experience.'' · 

John Dalton is chiefly famous for being the 
first to discover and publish a table of atomic 
weights of certain elements. This is known as 
the atomic theorv. Dalton's table set out the 

" relative weights of the ultimate particles of 
gaseous and other bodies. This discovery 
placed the science of chemistry on its true basis, 
and., has served as the pole-star round which all 
other chemical phenomenon revolve.'' 

John Dalton was born at Eaglesfield, in Cum-
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DAMASCUS [ 

lemons, citrons, pomegranates, mulberries, figs,. 
plums, walnuts, pears, apples, and cucnm hers,. 
to the limit of his dreams. 

It is a sacred city as well, and in the 12th. 
month of every Mohammedan year, thousands 
gather at Damascus for the pilgrimage to l\1:ecca,. 
which every believer hopes to make once in his . 
lifetime. About this city of romance many 
historic memories cluster how it was taken by 
the .Israelites under King David, and by the 
Assyrians under Tiglath-Pileser III ; how Paul 
was miraculously converted while on his way 
to persecute the Christians of Damascus ; and 
how it was captured by the Crusaders. Here 
died Saladin, the great enemy. of the Crusaders. 
in the days of Richard Creur de Lion, and 
here he lies buried. 

A City of Many Mosques 

. . berland, September 6, 1766. He was connected 
with the Manchester Ltterary and Philosophical 
Society, and most of his discoveries were an
nounced in papers read to that society . 

No city is more Oriental in appearance than 
Damascus. From a distance its great expanse 
of low-lying Arab houses, overtopped here and 
there by the graceful minarets of the 248. 
mosques, seems very picturesque ; but when 
you come nearer, you find that the streets are 
narrow and crooked and dirty, and the houses 
seem very dingy and in bad repair. 
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THE FAMOUS uBLADES OF DAMASCUS" • 

The '<Great 
Khan," with its 
Moorish gate and 
its black and 
white marble cu
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_ 1 pola supported on 

a magnificent 
structure. In this 

Like the swords of Toledo, Spain, the Damascus weapons have long been celebrated the world 
over for their exquisite workmanship, razor-sharp edges, and perfect temper. The method of 
making them left a peculiar pattern o·n the surface of the metal, and to-day steel which wears 

and several lesser 
khans (walled · 
caravan head
quarters), trading 
goes on in a cool 
twilight to the 
pleasant sound of 
fountains. T h e 
bazaars are noisier 
and busier, being 
simply streets of 
small shops, where this pattern is everywhere known as Damascus steel. 
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DAMAS'CUS, SYRIA. Before Athens was built, 
or Rome ; before Moses led the children of 
Israel out of Egypt, Damascus, " the pearl of 
·the desert " and the present capital of Syria, 
was a great and famous city. It is believed to 
be the oldest inhabited city in the world, and 
we can trace its continuous existence for 4,000 
years. 

To the Arab it is also the most beautiful city, 
and on it he bases his idea of Paradise ; for it 
lies in a lovely green plain on the edge of the 
Syrian desert, and its gardens stretching for 
miles along the Barada · River yield oranges, 

bright silks, rugs, metal-work, and other articles 
are temptingly displayed. The longest, busiest 
bazaar of all is the " Straight Street " mentioned 
in connexion with St. Paul's conversion. It is 
roofed for its whole length of a mile and a half. -

Where Beautiful Damasks are Made 
• 

The looms of Damascus have been famous for 
many centuries; and in this city, where every
thing is still done in the most primitive way, 
where meal is ground in stone mills turned by 
camels, you may still see the hand-looms worked 
by a weaver and his draw-boy. On these looms 
are made the beautiful damasks, woven in silks 
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